
Prof. Memoza Izairi – Republic of Macedonia  

Mimoza Izairi is a professor at the “7 Marsi’’ high school in Tetovo. Professor 

Mimoza, along with her students, has done a lot of home-based experiments trying 

to put theories of physical phenomena into a practical aspect. She emphasizes the 

student’s centric approach during teaching – learning process.  

Together with the students they have done different types of experiments that clarify 

physical occurrences such as motion, magnetic field, and electricity by introducing 

simple electric circuits, modifications, the way how a neighborhood is supplied with 

electrical energy, and a lot of other experiments that require a lot of work. She was 

rewarded for his great experimental work in Bitola - ''Bitola Mini Maker Fair''.  

She continued with her work, and later on took part in fairs from outside 

Macedonia, in the city of Vushtria in the fair of ''Knowledge and Science'' where 

there were participants with their work from cities of Kosovo, Albania and 

Macedonia. There too her works were praised highly, and the public stood amazed 

by her work. 

As far as the practical aspect is concerned, she managed to take her students to 

places where the electric power source comes, such as hydroelectric power plants, 

power plants in different places of Macedonia, where they could see all the process 

of electricity generation. Her experiment based study  encouraged her students to 

participate in physical competitions held by the DFRM (Association of physicists of 

the Republic of Macedonia), where they got first places with certificates.  

As per her individual data, she has participated in various seminars with different 

topics, for the creation of her career and work, where we will mention some as: 

USAID - Youth educational forum participation in the club “Mладите 

практикуваат владеење на право”( Certificate ). USAID - Youth educational 

forum participation in the club “Обуки за младински активизам”(Certificate ), 

Basic training to strengthen the capacities for the Prevention of Radicalization 

Leading to Violence, Tetovo 20-22 ,December 2018 (Certificate), Capacity building 

training from RYCO, Currently Mimoza is in charge of organizing work to form a 

fair in Tetovo. 


